
 

 

בס"ד
Yisro 5776-Yenem’s 

 In this week’s parsha the Yidden at Sinai were presented with the Aseres Hadibros-Ten 

Statements, the last of which is known as Lo Sachmod- Not to covet (a fellow Yid’s possessions). 

In this directive Hashem lists some examples of objects belonging to others that we must not covet. 

First mentioned is another’s wife, then his/her house. Rabbi Yissachar Rothschild tz”l (Toras 

Yashar) points out that later on in the Torah where the Aseres Hadibros are repeated the order of 

objects is switched, first is the house and then the wife. Perhaps we can offer an explanation as to 

why. 

 The reason as to why the The Dibros are listed again is because after Hashem gave them 

to the Yidden on the 7th of Sivan they were eventually inscribed by Him onto The Luchos, two 

identical tablets. These Luchos, however, did not have much longevity for Moshe as he descended 

from heaven witnessed some of the Yidden participating in the worship of the Golden Calf, 

whereupon he threw the tablets down to the ground where they shattered. And it was only two & 

a half months later on Yom Kippur when the Yidden were finally forgiven by Hashem that Moshe 

was able to descend once again with a new set of Luchos. That is why in the Torah we have two 

places where the Dibros are mentioned: this week’s parsha corresponds to what was written on 

the first set of Luchos, whereas the second time represents what was written on the second set of 

Luchos. Chazal (Bava Kamma, 54b-55a) explain that this is why in the first rendition of Aseres 

Hadibros there is no word tov-good- but there is a tov in the second. Because the first Dibros were 

inscribed upon the first set of tablets that Hashem knew would be smashed, so He avoided using 

the word tov, so as not to (symbolically) smash the good from Yiddishkiet. The second rendition, 

however, was put on tablets that had much longevity and were not smashed and could thus contain 

tov.  

 Now we can understand why there is a change in order regarding the wife and the house. 

In both renditions the more prevailing challenge is listed first. Let us assume that a wife is normally 

the more prevailing object of desire. Therefore, by the second Dibros she is the first to be 

mentioned. But with the first set of Dibros which were said by Hashem at Sinai, all men anyway 

were forbidden to their wives for Hashem had directed all Yidden in the lead-up to receiving the 

Torah “Al tigshu el isha” -”Do not draw near to a woman”. Access to houses (or tents) they had, 

but not to wives. This created a scenario where there was very little desire in another’s wife. Most 

of a Torah-prohibited desire is driven by the knowledge that someone else has a desirable object 

that we do not have. But if that someone else himself has no access to said object, well, that puts 

a damper on our desire. So at Sinai the more potent challenge was the house but not the wives, 

therefore they are listed first. 

 The question is asked why in Pirkei Avos there is much emphasis on naming the authors 

of all the ethical axioms. Perhaps it is because there is one type of coveting that is permitted and 

that is for someone else’s Torah knowledge or righteousness. When learning the axioms in Avos 

one is encouraged to say, “Wow, I want to do that” or “I want to live my life like that.” But human 

nature is that many good intentions of improvement fall by the wayside of time and life. And any 

spark of desire towards improvement that comes from learning Avos can often lead to naught. In 

order to bring these desires to realization, the names of the Tana’im who shared their timeless 

messages with us in Avos were wisely added. Now, when we learn them and see that these lofty 

ideals belong to someone else, the heart will upgrade its desires to the more potent act of coveting, 

which in turn will hopefully lead to attainment. 
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